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FOREWORD
BY JIM MOWATT,
DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION
“Oi you! I need a word with you”.
It might not be at the cutting edge of political dialogue but it was a
wonderful means of communicating for Betty Gallacher; for Betty
was not your typical senior trade union lay oﬃcial. She was our first
female senior shop steward on the London buses and a beacon in
the battle for LGBT+ rights.
‘Betty’s bus’ was the most distinctive feature of London Pride for
many years, and since then she has managed to migrate her energy
and realise her ambition by bringing ‘Pride’ events to the South
Coast where she retired with her partner Mandy.
In the trade union lexicon ‘apparatchik’ would be the last word to
describe Betty – even though she fought her way onto all the T&G
and latterly UNITE Committees, regionally and nationally. Betty has
never been a Committee person. She is an evangelist who has
always concentrated on making sure that things happen.
The only real definition of a ‘leader’ is someone who has followers.
Betty is a leader. For decades she has enthused, encouraged,
energised and cajoled everyone in the trade union movement,
including (successfully) General Secretaries! Her success has been
achieved by belief, commitment and resilience.
Most recently with the love of her life Mandy. Betty and Mandy have
opened a ‘drop-in’ centre right next to the Railway Station in
Eastbourne for those in the area who need a wee chat, support,
nourishment, help and advice.
Mark’s booklet captures the essence of Betty Gallacher and records
some of the most important episodes in Betty’s life. Betty was
invariably involved in lots of things at the same time. But members
always came first.
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Indeed, Betty always put the members first despite the constant
momentum of changing international, economic, political, and
industrial scenery that becomes part of the diet of an active trade
unionist.
By sheer happenstance I lived right next door to Betty in
Bermondsey in South London. One morning she was loading her
own van, which had a big T&G logo on the side of it! “Where are you
going, Betty?” I asked.
“Dalkeith. It’s near Edinburgh. There is a wee lassie getting messed
about because she’s gay and I’m not having that!”
“Betty, I know the oﬃcer who deals with Midlothian Council. He’s
first class. He’ll sort it out; plus Betty, that is nearly a thousand miles
round trip”.
“I know that, but I also know that this member needs me there with
her”.
She went: she won.
That sums up Betty Gallacher.

Jim Mowatt
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS BY
DIANA HOLLAND,
ASSISTANT GENERAL SECRETARY
Betty Gallacher represents to the core what it means to be a trade
unionist. Always fiercely standing up for union members,
challenging all forms of injustice, and playing her part in the
community, Betty Gallacher has never been floored by a hard
struggle. She has made sure too, that she is there for shared sorrows
and rebuilding, not just there when things are going well.
Those of us who had the joy of participating in Pride on the
iconic “Betty’s Bus”, first in the T&G and then in Unite, knew it was
her dedication, negotiation and creativity that made the diﬀerence.
When I first met Betty in the late 1980s, she was fundraising for a
cancer charity, and it is testament to her talents that EVERYONE
bought a ticket. She had years of exceptional experience
representing members in the bus industry. But as the years passed,
her pioneering spirit and the impact she made wherever she went,
did persuade her to get involved more widely as well. From London
Bus Committee, where at first she was the only woman, to National
Transport sector conference; from National Women’s Committee to
being elected the first ever Executive Council LGBT representative in
the newly-formed Unite, she has made a powerful diﬀerence.
Betty’s inspiring presence has continued in retirement with
Eastbourne Pride, World Aids Day commemoration and the drop-in
centre/cafe, BourneOut LGBT+, which opened in Eastbourne on 31
October 2019. And as always, she carries on organising, supporting
and making a diﬀerence.
Thank you, Betty.
Diana Holland
Assistant General Secretary
Transport – Equalities
Food & Agriculture
6
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Betty Gallacher – Standing
up for all workers
Welcome to number 9 of the booklets commissioned by Unite
Education on the union’s heroes past and present.
Betty Gallacher, who was an elected Transport and General Workers
Union (T&G)/Unite bus workers’ representative for decades, has
throughout her life played a massive part in the ongoing struggle for
working people, equality, Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender
(LGBT) rights.
Betty was born into a miners family in Scotland in 1945. She became
accustomed to seeing ambulances bringing home miners injured or
killed at the pit. This included Tom, her older brother, when she was
only twelve. Betty still scoﬀs at the ‘oﬃcial’ verdict that his death
from falling down a pit shaft was the result of a suicide. Mum, Mary,
died just three months later of a broken heart.
By the time Betty was a teenager she had become aware “that I was
diﬀerent from my siblings but not how.” She joined the Armed
Forces at aged 17. She discovered that her sexuality could not be
tolerated. Betty, and others like herself, were dishonourably
discharged by superior oﬃcers that were gay themselves. “Sadly the
people who hounded us, our superiors were all gay like us. But we
were sacrificed to protect them”.
In the 1960s the atmosphere surrounding homosexuality remained
oppressive. Even after 1967, when the Sexual Oﬀence Bill was
passed, gay and bisexual men continued to be convicted for
behaviour that was not a crime if their partner had been a woman.
Private homosexual acts between two men remained a criminal
oﬀence. This remained so in England and Wales until 1967, Scotland
until 1980 and Northern Ireland in 1982.
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On the buses
In 1966, Betty moved south to work as a bus conductor at Mortlake
garage in London, a place she had never previously visited. "I knew
that they had to be people like me in such a big city. I did not hide
that I was a lesbian. I drew inspiration from my army experiences asI
realised that just because I was gay did not make me a bad person. I
knew people said things behind my back but never to my face
because they understood I would defend myself".
Betty, who had joined the T&G as soon as she started work as a
conductor. She briefly left the buses for around a year before
returning in 1970 to Mortlake garage, which then had a number of
women employees but no female union representative. When
Mortlake closed in 1984 Betty transferred over to Putney Depot
until she retired in 2010.
In 1976, conductor posts were being phased out as London
Transport moved to one man operations (OMO) on buses. This
disappointed Betty who loved being a conductor, first on the 73
service to Stoke Newington and later on Route 9 to the Tower of
London. “ I was on friendly terms with my regulars and I would
highlight the sights to tourists. I love people and they were the
reason I first chose to work on the buses. You meet all sorts of
people and I generally found that if you treat people kindly they will
respond in kind”. Betty was also opposed to OMO as it meant some
bus workers lost their jobs, increased the workload of the remaining
drivers and made buses a less safe and welcoming place for
passengers.
Betty was able to retrain to become a bus driver. Taking on such a
role would have been impossible a few years earlier but with the
Sex Discrimination Act (SDA) in the oﬃng London Transport lifted
their ban on women becoming drivers in 1974. The SDA protected
men and women from discrimination on the grounds of sex.
Jill Viner was, in fact, the first female bus driver. Jill worked at
Norbiton bus garage until it closed in 1993.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bci3pyiQz2s
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First female bus steward/workplace rep ever
Betty had rejoined the T&G when she returned to the buses for the
second time as a conductor. She was subsequently elected in 1975
by Mortlake bus depot TGWU members as their shop
steward/workplace representative for bus drivers and conductors.
Betty became the first woman in Britain to hold such a role on the
buses. During her time as a rep at Mortlake, Betty spent the vast
majority of her time out on the bus. “I often spent 20 hours a week
in my spare time assisting members in various ways.”
Later, after being elected as the steward at Putney, Betty
represented the depot at meetings of reps from across depots in SW
London. In 1992 she became the first — and to date (in 2020) only
— elected female senior steward or convenor on the buses. This
required her to represent bus workers from across six depots in SW
London including Putney, Waterloo, Melton, Surbiton and Stockwell
with regional managers. The increased union workload meant she
subsequently spent much more time on union work. “It was more or
less a full time role I played as
the senior union steward until
I retired in 2010.”
Betty’s role was a varied one. It
included representing workers
in grievance and disciplinary
hearings, over schedules and
enhanced payments plus
holding meetings with
members, negotiating with
management to improve
health, safety and welfare
conditions and seeking to get members more actively involved in
the union and labour movement generally. She was often called
upon to help staﬀ who did not have very good English - not an easy
task for those she helped as she has a broad Scottish accent! To keep
members up to date she held regular report back engagements at
the various depots.

9
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To help improve her skills to do the role of a workplace
representative, Betty attended many trade union courses. She found
them very useful. “You found out how other bus depots and
workplaces in general were tackling problems and undertook their
negotiations. You bounce ideas oﬀ each other and that helps when
you return to your own workplace. You understand the importance of
getting your notes in good order and planning ahead, especially
before meeting management.”
Betty’s union role as a rep inevitably meant: “there were times when
you came into conflict over an issue and had to make a stand. It’s the
way you conduct yourself in negotiations that makes the diﬀerence
and I was able to build a good relationship with management”.

10
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During her time at Mortlake Betty had to tackle nine diﬀerent male
managers. They all hoped to get one over her and failed. She refused
to be intimidated and continuously pushed home her belief that
each case must be judged on its own merit.
One of Betty’s highlights as a rep was assisting Jed Bunel throughout
1987 and 1988. He suﬀered a terrible accident when he cut oﬀ both
his hands with an angle grinder. His wife and two children were
devastated and the families problems were set to be exacerbated
when London Transport sought to make him redundant. “I wrote to
the car company that manufactured his car, the Austin Princess. I
persuaded them to convert for free his car to an automatic. His local
garage then fitted for free all the components he needed to make
the vehicle fit to drive. Although he had lost his wrists, Roehampton
hospital had saved his hands and had stitched them to his arms.
The nurses from the hospital came down to the workplace to show
management what he could do if he got support. I got a collection
together from amongst the bus workers. The money helped purchase
a caravan that could be used for family holidays. Management
agreed to keep him on full pay for a further year.” The result was that
Jed was eventually able to return to work as a counter assistant and
stayed for a further five years until he retired.
Betty was also heavily involved in the social side of garage life. This
included the snooker and football clubs and organising children’s
parties, the annual pantomime and charity events, one of which
raised £3,500 towards breast cancer. Betty also collected £300 from
colleagues towards the Memorial Fund for Princess Diana, who Betty
admired.
During this period Betty loved and lived with her first partner Eileen
Jupp, whom she met at aged 21. They enjoyed 25 years together
until Eileen sadly died. Betty's grief was compounded when she
went to register Eileen's death and was told that only a family
member could do so. Betty was finally able to register Eileen’s death
when she said she was responsible for the funeral. More pleasing
was the fact that during this low point in her life, Betty had the
support of her family, friends, work colleagues and the T&G.
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Don’t close our depot
When London Transport
announced in 1984 that they
intended closing Mortlake
Depot with the loss of 130
staﬀ, Betty was having none of
it and immediately began a
highly public campaign
involving staﬀ and the public. A
petition was widely circulated
and public meetings held.
"The union regionally was
called on for more support but
that didn't prevent me from
getting organised. I spoke up
about how everyone would be
dispersed and would have to
travel to places much further away. We had a march of sixty workers,
almost half the numbers aﬀected. We didn't win but we did get an
agreement that eleven staﬀ, including myself, could be transferred
to the nearby Putney depot. Others got enhanced redundancy
payments. It was a really good fight. We even had a leaving party. We
went out on a high.” Conversely, the closure of the nearby Riverside
depot at the same time was marked by no struggle.
Betty’s indomitable fighting spirit was to be put to the test in
December 1983 at Putney (see below) when jointly with Agnes
Griﬃths, the TGWU rep at the Waterloo bus depot, Betty organised a
one day strike in opposition. The women, who had defied the antiunion laws, were given a T&G award for their bravery.
When Betty began work at Putney bus depot "I discovered a terrible
atmosphere. The union rep there gave poor reports to members
when he returned from a conference. Consequently members were
uninvolved and disenchanted. I was openly critical of the rep. When
the opportunity arose members voted for me to replace him.”
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Betty increased her union involvement by successfully standing for
election to the regional passenger trade group and then as the
passenger delegate to the T&G Regional Committee, which was
based around regional trade groups.
“At one of the London bus reps monthly meetings there were 74
other reps who were men and me. I had thus to convince other
women that they too could be as good as a man as a union rep and
even better.”

The fight for Equal Opportunities
In 1991, Betty was informed by the T&G deputy general secretary
Margaret Prosser about T&G national and regional women's
committees, which brought together women from across the
diﬀerent trade groups representing women in many diﬀerent
industries. These committees had been set up after the 1979 T&G
Biennial Delegate Conference backed proposals to establish them.
“Working in a male dominated industry I was unaware of the
existence of the committees. I swiftly became involved. I later
became chair for the Regional and National Women’s Committees.”
Committee members discussed any problems and promoted any
solutions to specific issues aﬀecting women such as the menopause,
pregnancy and physical abilities. Betty again undertook many
speaking engagements to promote causes she held dear.
“I also got involved in the T&G lesbian and gay (LG) advisory group.
This helped establish the union’s regional and national LG
committees, which Diana Holland as the Regional oﬃcer for Women
and Equal Opportunities had encouraged Margaret Prosser about to
establish. I chaired my own regional LGBT Committee and I was the
first chair of the T&G/Unite National LGBT Committee.
“We challenged people’s behaviour and their words. We constantly
reminded politicians at all levels about LGBT needs. We improved
the overall situation for many people. I spoke to promote our work at
many union meetings and conferences.”
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Strong campaigning from Betty and others helped ensure that
following the creation on 1 May 2007 of Unite, the national and
regional LGBT structures, along with other equalities structures for
women, black, Asian and ethnic minorities and disabled members had
constitutional status as vital sectors at the heart of the new union.

Taken for Together - A magazine
for women in the TGWU. Issue
2, Summer/Autumn 1992.

The 1998 T&G National Women’s
Conference was in Scarborough. It was
only the second of its kind to be held in
the history of the T&G. Betty was
delighted to attend. However, on arriving
at her North Yorkshire seaside town hotel
she found she was sharing a room. Betty
believed it was important to tell the
woman she was sharing with that she was
14
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a lesbian. She then found herself forced to take up the struggle after
Betty later realised the woman had later secretly approached the
hotel reception. "The woman was pleasant enough when she said
she was now sharing with a friend of hers. But she oﬀered no
defence when I challenged her about the prejudices that lay behind
her decision to find another place to sleep”.
When the conference began, Betty checked the agenda. While
noting that there were opportunities for wider equality and diversity
issues to be addressed, there was no specific reference to LGBT
issues. Betty asked why. This was the first time Betty spoke publicly
outside of her workplace. “I also raised my concerns with some
delegates at the evening buﬀet. My actions encouraged four young
women from Wales to come out and speak up as lesbians. Over the
following years I was inspired at many conferences when young
people told me my own courage in speaking out had encouraged
them to tell their own mum’s about their sexuality.”
Betty’s intervention at Scarborough ensured that LGBT issues were
specifically included for debate in future T& women’s conferences
and on education courses. Speaking up also aided the development
of LGBT equality courses and conferences in their own right.

Homosexuality – a very brief history
Homosexual love played an important role in hunter-gatherer
societies and played a crucial role in the ritual progression by which
body became man.
But gradually a radical change took place and the idea crept in that
men who enjoyed same-sex experiences were eﬀeminate and
criminal.
All male sexuality activity then became a criminal oﬀence —
punishable by death – in 1533 when the Buggery Act had been
enacted by King Henry VIII.
In 1887, Oscar Wilde was sentenced to two years hard labour for the
oﬀence of gross indecency.
15
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In 1889 the organised fightback began when the first English
homosexual rights group was formed additionally. Dr Helen Boyle
and her partner, Mabel Jones, established the first GP women-run
practice in Brighton. London’s first gay pub opened in 1912.
There was further progress in 1936 when Mark Weston, a British
Olympic Athlete from Plymouth, undertook an operation that
successfully transitioned him from a woman into a man. In 1951,
Roberta Cowell became the first Briton to make the successful
transition from male-to-female.
However, in 1952 Sir John Nott-Bower, the Scotland Yard
commissioner, initiated a campaign to force homosexuals from
Government posts. Thousands of gay men were imprisoned over the
following decade. The brilliant computer scientist Alan Turing
committed suicide.
Some politicians and church leaders opposed these developments.
They pressurised the Home Secretary Sir David Maxwell Fyfe into
appointing a committee to examine the law covering homosexual
oﬀences. The Wolfenden Report, published in 1957, advised that
homosexuality should be decriminalised and not be illegal. In 1967,
MP Leo Abse's Sexual Oﬀence Bill, backed by the Labour Home
Secretary Roy Jenkins, was passed. The new Act decriminalised
homosexual acts between two men over 21 years in private in
England and Wales.
Later some women, attending a women’s weekend course at the
Eastbourne Centre, approached Betty asking for her advice on how
to react if one of their children said they were LGBT. Betty asked "do
you love them? As they obviously did I basically said that the
children needed support, they were born that way and just loved
diﬀerently".
A member of the London bus workers committee was Dave Dowsett,
a married man with two children who had left his wife to live with
his male partner, Damian. Dave was an elected workplace rep at the
Stockwell Garage depot.
Dave developed aids and died in the late 70s. Betty was determined
not to let the passing of a great union rep and socialist go unmarked.
16
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“I organised a social event to raise money for the partner of Dave
and his wife and children. When not one rep attended I turned up at
the following committee meeting and lambasted everyone and said I
would stand outside at the lunch break with a bucket to make a
collection and that I wanted only notes to be donated”. The reps
duly did their duty and a substantial sum of money was collected
and afterwards successfully distributed.
Later when her driving colleague and T&G member at Putney, Steve
Kulokoski, developed Aids and was dying, Betty brought him into the
garage in order to show her solidarity with him and challenge the
view, which was common throughout the 80s and 90s, that you
could catch Aids from someone else and die. “People were afraid
about ‘that Aids thing’. Steve was very brave. He had been popular at
work. Seeing him caused some of his colleagues to realise he
needed their support and love and made them aware his illness was
no threat to them.
“Aids highlighted the prejudices that existed and made me realise
that there was a lot of work to be done in changing people’s
attitudes or at getting them to respect people’s diﬀerences.”
According to Betty her campaigning role within the T&G on LGBT
issues led LGBT bus workers to approach her for assistance on
grievance and disciplinary cases. There were also cases where
employees were needing to medically retire and required someone
to resolve their final payments and pension rights.
“Rather than taking up cases myself I always sought to send any
worker back to their workplace. I pointed out that the union had
adopted policies that protected them and their workplace reps had a
duty to help by representing them. Reps can't just pick and choose
who to represent as they are part of a larger, democratic body with
agreed policies.”
When Diana Holland established in the mid 1990s the Listening
Support Network to provide help for members who were being
harassed, bullied and/or sexually abused. Betty volunteered to help.
”We received specialist training. We answered the telephone,
listened to people's concerns and then, where necessary, directed
17
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people towards more specialist advice. I later met some of those I
listened to on the phone and they were very positive about it. It's
nice when something you've been involved with works out and it
makes it worthwhile doing.”
Very occasionally, Betty would end up representing LGBT members
from diﬀerent bus depots. “One of the concerns was that some
managers felt it was good to move the person who had been the
victim of homophobia. We argued that you deal with the perpetrator
and not sweep it under the carpet. When I represented victims at
grievance and disciplinary meetings I would often have to point out
that the managers who initiated the disciplinary action were still
involved in hearing it. I stopped this”.
In 2005, Betty assisted a male employee who was undergoing
hormone treatment to become female. Sheila was based at
Camberwell bus depot where the convenor was unsure how to act
for the best. “Women there objected to Sheila using the female
toilets. Management proposed that as an alternative she used the
unisex toilets. I stood up to the prejudices and went down and talked
to other women and pointed out that Sheila was covered by law and
they had to respect that. I asked the women to shut the door when
they used the toilet. Everything was solved in around six months”.

Pride marches
It was in response to the Stonewall riots in New York City, when LGBT
people fought back after the police raided a gay bar the previous
year, that New York hosted the first Pride march on June 28, 1970.
This fightback against violence and discrimination inspired London
LGBT people to hold its first Pride in 1972. Hundreds of similar
events now take place across the globe and are an important part of
the ongoing struggle for LGBT equality rights. Pride is where men and
women proclaim their sexuality to the world, the love that dared not
speak its name has never been silenced.
In 2001, Betty organised a highly colourful T&G bus float on London
Pride. 'Betty's Bus' became a cornerstone of the union’s presence at
the event, it had a diﬀerent theme each year and as the first of its
18
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kind it led all the union delegations who were on the parade. Nonunion members became aware of the T&G’s support for LGBT rights
thus encouraging some to become union members. “When you’re
standing on top of the bus and you look out into the masses of
people – it’s truly phenomenal.”
Betty: "I would say to LGBT people, 'do you think the government
suddenly woke up and thought it would be nice to improve rights for
you?' Not likely, they were extended because of brave people who
set up organisations and campaigned to obtain equal rights. People
such as Peter Tatchell and myself and groups like trade unions and
Stonewall. We have played a positive role. I now feel that with the
backing of trade unions, who can reach out to millions, that it can
only get better for LGBT people in the future especially now as a
minority group we are properly represented alongside other
minority groups within the Unite structures.
“People who would have previously feared coming out now know,
because of the background of support we have worked so
successfully to engender, they will get union backing.”

Award winner
Betty’s hard work and courage was formally recognised when she
won in 2008 a major Transport for London (TfL) industry award,
which was named after Natalie Muir, a bus driver who died at an
early age of a heart attack, in 2004. Betty’s success was due to her
‘outstanding contribution to equality and diversity in the London
bus industry’. TfL managing director of surface transport David
Brown made the award.
Betty said at the time: “I am honoured to receive the award and very
surprised. There has been a lot of progress in the London transport
industry over the years. I’d like to think I have played a part in
getting us to where we are now”.
John Traynor, TfL manager director said: “Special congratulations to
Betty for all the good work she has done over the years, not just in
the company but for the bus industry as a whole.”

19
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Betty retired in 2010. In 2012 she moved with her long term partner
Mandy, another Scot, who before she retired was an East London
based bingo manager, the first ever in the
industry, to Eastbourne. The move has not
stopped Betty – or Mandy – campaigning for
the LGBT community. We have got involved
with Bourne Out, which was originally
established by Eastbourne Council in 2009.
The primary aim of the group is to promote
LGBT rights in the Eastbourne and the
surrounding area and provide assistance in
breaking down barriers which are still
unfortunately encountered by those
identifying themselves as LGBT.
Bourne Out opened in 2018 a small premises
with a drop-in cafe that is run by volunteers
on weekends and provides a welcome
shelter and listening ear for anyone
whatever their sexuality. The location is
ideal being just a few hundred yards from
Eastbourne’s busy train station.
“When I arrived I went to the council and the newspapers and I told
journalists that I would give them the stories.
“We set up a committee and started leafleting. You are never sure
when you start something new how it might go. But when we had a
vigil after the terrible murderous June 2016 attack in Orlando in a
gay night club that left 49 dead I was amazed when around 150
people attended. The first ever Eastbourne Pride event took place on
22 July 2017. It was for schoolchildren who are LGBT as they are the
future of this country and need our support.”
Over 2,500 people attended including Peter Tatchell, a man Betty
admires tremendously. “Peter is an inspiration to many and is a very
brave man. Without people like Peter and organisations such as
Stonewall then we would have far fewer rights for LGBT people.

20
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“The fact that Peter was joined by so many
other people was great and it was
heartwarming to see LGBT young people
being confident enough to lead the Pride
march.”
The 2018 demonstration attracted 4,300
people.
Betty is now providing support to local
LGBT young people by meeting with them
on a regular basis. “I am passing on my
knowledge and experiences and helping
them with their education - in much the
same way that the trade union education I
received gave me greater confidence - and
giving them the skills to improve the lives
of LGBT people at work and in the community.”

Eastbourne Independent,
4 March 2016.

Bourne Out’s premises are a safe speaking place
for gay people, some of whom are reluctant to
report incidents where they have been attacked. In 2018 there were
a reported 28 homophobic attacks, including one very serious
stabbing incident, in Eastbourne. The figure is believed to be higher.
Betty has developed a working relationship with the local police to
help ensure they take incidents seriously. @BourneOutLGBT
Ahead of the Pride in London on 6 July 2018 Betty was delighted to
receive an Attitude Pride Award, which is supported by United
Airlines and Sky and acknowledges LGBT+ people and allies who
have overcome life-changing events or are working selflessly to
improve the lives of others. See:https://www.attitude.co.uk/article/attitude-pride-awards-2018supported-by-united-airlines-and-sky-the-winners/18413/
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Gold Medal
When Betty retired from the buses in 2010 she
was presented at a special party in the Candy bar
in London with a Unite Gold Medal by Len
McCluskey. The inscription on the back states:
Presented to Sister Betty Gallacher no 1/382
branch in appreciation of her loyal and devoted
service to the union 1970- 2010. Also in
attendance was Diana Holland, Steve Hart and
David Brown, the current chairman of Go-Ahead
(bus) Group and who Betty worked for.
Written and compiled by Mark Metcalf
@markmetcalf07
07392 852561
This booklet can also be downloaded free from
http://www.unitetheunion.org/growing-our
union/education/bookofthemonth/
The other booklets in this series that can be downloaded are as follows:

TOM JONES – A fighter for freedom and working people.
Spanish Civil War Volunteer and Welsh TGWU general secretary
https://markwrite.co.uk/2018/10/02/tom‐jones‐a‐fighter‐for‐freedom‐and‐working‐people/
https://tinyurl.com/y5388atq

JULIA VARLEY – Trade union organiser and fighter for women’s rights
https://markwrite.co.uk/2018/10/02/julia‐varley‐trade‐union‐organiser‐and‐fighter‐for‐
womens‐rights‐by‐mark‐metcalf/
https://tinyurl.com/4m6uvuu

THE GREAT DOCK STRIKE 1889
https://markwrite.co.uk/2018/10/02/the‐great‐dock‐strike‐of‐1889/
https://tinyurl.com/yxu7j8qv

TONY HALL – Trade unionist, anti-racist and radical cartoonist
https://markwrite.co.uk/2018/10/02/tony‐hall‐trade‐unionist‐anti‐racist‐and‐radical‐cartoonist/
https://tinyirl.com/y4auflsd

BENNY ROTHMAN – A fighter for the right to roam, workers’ rights and socialism
https://markwrite.co.uk/2018/10/02/benny‐rothman‐a‐fighter‐for‐the‐rights‐to‐roam‐
workers‐rights‐and‐socialism/
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Betty Gallacher – Standing up for all workers
MOHAMMAD TAJ – Steering from the front
https://markwrite.co.uk/2018/10/02/mohammad‐taj‐steering‐from‐the‐front‐2/
https://tinyurl.com/y3rlpgtx

BETTY TEBBS – A radical working class hero
https://theunitehistoryproject.org/index.php/resourses/books/76‐betty‐tebbs
https://tinyurl.com/v9ym9w6

ELLEN STRANGE – A moorland murder mystery explained.
FURTURE PUBLICATION
Due out in 2020 is a booklet on the history of trade unions, a revised
booklet on Tony Hall and a joint booklet with the Townswomen’s Guild on
Emma Sproson.
REBEL ROAD is a Unite Education project that commemorates trade union
and labour movement heroes from Britain and Ireland that are publicly
commemorated in one form or another such as a plaque, mural of statue.
Dozens of men and women who have made a diﬀerence in working peoples
lives are remembered with photos of plaques and details of their important
battles and struggles to improve the world for the majority not the one per
cent. If you have a plaque in your area that you feel should go on the site
then please get in touch. The project has played a role in the placing of a
new headstone on the Birkenhead grave of Edward McHugh. In addition to
campaigns for an East London plaque to docker and anti fascist Micky Fenn,
a statue for Emma Sproson in Wolverhampton and the naming of a major
square in Bradford to Julia Varley.
The contact details for Mark Metcalf as of January 2020 are as follows:@markmetcalf07 07392 852561
Mark is available to speak at your trade union and labour movement event.
Mohammad Taj is also happy to speak at meetings.

Unite the union history project
Unite is collecting information on its legacy unions and is interviewing activists
from its past. By doing so Unite is building one of the largest collections in the UK
and Ireland of materials on trade unions and the working class.
Six books will be published on periods covering 1922 to 2022. Previously
unexplored strikes are being unearthed and catalogued. Past and present
Unite activists are being encouraged to come forward and be interviewed.
For more details on the Unite History project, visit:
https://www.theunitehistoryproject.org/
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